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Science of Memory in Dungeons & Dragons





 Collaborative roll playing game

 Created in 1974 by Gary Gygax

 Dungeon Master (DM) or Game Master 
(GM) and Playing Characters (PCs)

 More popular than ever

 D&D had their biggest sales year in 2017

 8.6 million Americans have played D&D in 
the last 12 months

 Over 9 million have watched it online via 
Twitch







Towards a better understanding of verbal components*

*This is the only time I will ever get to use this pun



 Easy answer? (1)

 … not really.

 How much stuff we can process 
depends on several factors:

 Attention

 Dual Coding

 People and Motivation



Players

 Put away cell phones (2)

 Stop arguing with the person next to 
you about whether or not they added 
the correct attack bonus to their roll

 Look people in the eyes when they’re 
talking (3)

 Can’t multitask (4)

DM

 Grab players’ attention

 Don’t talk while passing out sheets of 
information

 Can’t multitask



Players

 Write. Things. Down.

 Sketch out pictures, draw arrows 
linking information (5)

DM

 Pictures help!

 Let people write down important 
information – and don’t talk over 
them while they’re writing

 Complicated diagrams are not the 
same as pictures



Players

 Ask questions! Try to figure out 
motives.

DM

 Cognitive advantage for stories and 
motivations
 Remember narrative texts better than 

expository (6)

 Solve logic problems better when 
phrased in terms of social rules (7)

 John the Baker vs John Baker (8)

 When describing your scenario to your 
players:
 Avoid lists of things

 Describe how people feel and why

 Give people and things reasons for being 
there



 D&D is bigger than ever

 Attention is important

 We can’t multitask

 Visuals help

 We’re very good at thinking about people
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